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Introduction

The 1990's mark significant progress in the commercialization of food irradiation in the
USA. This progress is, to a large extent, the result of a long list of approvals by the CIS Food
and Drug Administration (FDA), which started in earnest in 1986 by the approval of pork,
fruits, vegetables, grains, enzymes and dry ingredients. With the establishment of the first
dedicated food irradiator in Rorida and the subsequent approval by FDA and USDA of fresh
and frozen raw poultry, as well as the pending approvals of red meat and seafood, combine
into a complete set of positive conditions for a successful commercial launch.

Food technology services LTD

When Food Technology opened in January of 1992, they were only approved to irradiate
fruits and vegetables. During the remainder ofthe fruit and vegetable season in Florida that
year, strawberries, tomatoes, onions and mushrooms were shipped to retail stores in Illinois,
Ohio, Indiana and Rorida. The products were displayed in the stores with the required signage
letting the consumer know the product had been irradiated. Non-irradiated products were
also made available. The irradiated products sold at a ratio as high as 20/1 over nonirradiated
products even though the irradiated products sold at a higher price. This made a strong case
that irradiated foods would be purchased by the consumer when the products were available.

nations pride

Nations Pride was set up in January of 1992 to be a sales and marketing company for
irradiated food products and also to establish some brand identity for irradiated foods in the
market place. In the beginning it was felt that there would be some resistance from the poultry
processors having their label associated with irradiation. By establishing the Nations Pride
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Label, we could make it possible for a processor to enter the market place by using the Nations
Pride Label to find out what consumer acceptance would be for irradiated foods.

Poultry irradiation, regulatory developments

In October of 1992 FS1S approved the irradiation of fresh and frozen raw poultry. The
petition to do this had been submitted about 2-1/2 years prior to its approval. The approval
to irradiate poultry was only the first step in getting the whole package put together. Still to
come was approval for the packaging film, the soaker pad, and the Styrofoam tray. The
regulations state that any packaging material that comes in contact with the poultry must be
approved for irradiation. The FDA ruled that the only film approved for use on irradiated
poultry must be an oxygen permeable film. This approval did not come until 9 months after
the final approval on poultry. The next step was to get approval for the soaker pad that fits
inside the tray to soak up any moisture that might be released from the poultry. This took
three attempts before the final approval was given. Clearance for the soaker pad, in the first
attempt, was denied because the pad was held together with adhesives and no studies were
available for this. The second attempt was made on a soaker pad containing no adhesive but
was constructed from recycled paper. This was also turned down because no studies were
available. The third attempt was successful with a soaker pad made from virgin paper and no
adhesives. It took 6 months to get this approval.

The final step on the packaging approval was to get the Styrofoam tray approved. The
Amoco Company had agreed to have the research done and submit the petition for approval
since they were a major manufacturer of Styrofoam trays to the poultry industry. After 21/2
years the tray was finally approved but instead of approving a yellow colored tray that the
poultry industry uses, they approved a white tray. Until the yellow tray is approved, we will use
the white tray.

Poultry irradiation early marketing efforts

While we were waiting for these approvals on poultry and packaging materials, a source
to supply us with poultry needed to be found. Over the next 6 months, a number of poultry
processors were visited and all of them said they had no problem with irradiation and agreed
that it would eliminate their major problem of salmonella contamination. They all agreed that
shortly they would be using the irradiation process, but none wanted to be the first one. Their
reluctance to be first was due to their not wanting to be harmed by an activist group. One of
these groups had threatened to picket the stores where the product would be sold. This activist
group has made many threats since we started in 1992 but has never carried any ofthem
through.

Poultry irradiation / the metamorphosis

In the beginning this activist group had been able to get coverage in the news media on
television and newspaper and put out a lot of negative information about irradiation. After a
short while, the news media found the information this group was putting out was totally false.
Now we hear nothing but positive things from the newspaper and television media.
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Consumer education

We knew from the beginning that we would need to develop an ongoing education program
for the consumer to explain to them the benefits of food irradiation. We decided that this
could be accommodated by developing good and informative advertising pieces and brochu-
res to be used at trade shows and seminars.

A strong effort was made to speak about food irradiation to as many service clubs and
chefs associations as possible. We were very successful in these areas and were able to remove
any doubts that some consumers might have. These meetings were so successful that we
were being asked to speak at more meetings than we could attend.

Show attendance

The other area we felt was necessary to help with the education was the participation in as
many national and state trade shows as possible. Since 1992, we have participated each year
in the National Restaurant Show, The Food Marketing Institute, The International Poultry
Expo, The National Hospital Association, the State of Florida International Food Expo, United
Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Association, Produce Marketing Association, International Meat
Industry and a number of food service distributors food shows.

Experience at the 1994 Florida State fair

In February of 1994, Nations Pride distributed irradiated chicken wings at the Florida State
Fair in Tampa. The experience and insights gained in handing out 23,000 samples to fair
goers, supported many ofthe observations made in the above paragraphs. It also taught us
something new and useful.

Nations Pride offered fairgoers samples of irradiated chicken wings and strawberries from
its booth in one of the fairgrounds permanent pavilions. About 23,000 chicken wings and
5,000 strawberries were distributed over 17 days, making it the largest informal consumer
survey ever performed with actual irradiated foods. Over 95% ofthose offered a sample,
accepted and ate it. The fairgoers formed a representative sample of American consumers.
All visitors were told that the chicken was irradiated to reduce Salmonella and that the process
was approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the American Medical Associa-
tion. Only 6 people made verbal objections to irradiated foods over the 17 day period.
Twenty-eight thousand samples were consumed and long line-ups were frequent.

Next steps

After all of this, why have we not progressed further? I would have to answer that by saying
what 1 said earlier, and that is the reluctance of major poultry processors to step forward and
say "yes I am willing to be first." This could be changing soon. We have recently had a large
processor of food service poultry step forward and enter into a marketing agreement with
Food Technology, Nations Pride and MDS Nordion. That Company is Filet of Chicken located
in Atlanta, Georgia. Filet ofChicken will fCJmish us with poultry packed under the Nations Pride
Label as well as marketing & sales and transportation help. We also had Harrison Poultry in
Georgia agree to pack I.Q.F. frozen retail poly bag chicken parts for us under the Nations
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Pride label. These two processors give us the ability to market to all segments of the Food
Service, Health Care and Retail areas.

Supimeuy

We have made considerable progress since our beginning in January 1992. We feel
strongly that there will be a bright future for food irradiation. We feel the consumer will §ppn
feel about food irradiation the same way they feel about pasteurization, and that is aricitHer
way to assure safe foods for their families.


